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THIS STUDY WAS CONDUCTED TO DETERMINE THE ECONOMIC

FEASIBILITY OF A JOINT COMPUTER CENTER AND TO ANALYZE THE

POTENTIAL FOR SUCH A CENTER TO BECOME PART OF LONG RANGE

PLANS FOR REGIONAL AND NATIONAL COMPUTER NETWORKS. IT WAS

FOUND THAT THE BASES FOR FRUITFUL INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION

WITHIN THE CONSORTIUM ALREADY EXIST, IT IS NECESSARY TO

CREATE TOOLS FOR LOCATING MATERIALS, THE LIBRARY OPERATIONS

ARE LARGE ENOUGH AND THERE IS SUFFICIENT DUPLICATION OF

MATERIALS AMONG THE LIBRARIES TO JUSTIFY USE OF A JOINTLY

OPERATED COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR RECORD KEEPING FUNCTIONS, AND

NEW TECHNIQUES. AND DATA SOURCES IN MACHINE READABLE FORM ARE

INCREASING THE POTENTIALITIES OF COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES. FOUR

ALTERNATIVES AREFROFOSED--(1) AN APPROACH INVOLVING

INDEPENDENT ACTION BY EACHLIBRARY, EXCEPT FOR CIRCULATION

RECORDS, IS NOT.RECOMMENDED! (2) A JOINTLY OPERATED SMALL TO

MEDIUM SIZE COMPUTER, TO BE OPERATED IN BATCH MODE WITH BASIC

RECORDS MAINTAINED ON TAPES, IS RECOMMENDED FOR

IMPLEMENTATION AT THIS TIME, (3) ALTHOUGH NOW TOO COSTLY, A

SOPHISTICATED SYSTEM INVOLVING MASSIVE ON-LINE STORAGE AND

USE OF REMOTE TERMINALS SHOULD FOLLOW THE ABOVE SYSTEM, AND

(4) A SYSTEM INVOLVING A CENTRAL FACILITY FOR STORAGE OF

LITTLE USED MATERIAL AND CAPABILITY OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

IS RECOMMENDED FOR RESTUDY IN ANOTHER DECADE. A LIST OF THE

CONSORTIUM UNIVERSITIES IS APPENDED. THIS STUDY WAS CONDUCTED

UNDER.A GRANT FROM THE COUNCIL ON LIBRARY RESOURCES TO

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY. (JB)
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FOREWORD

The use of modern computer technology to serve the needs of libraries has

generally been directed toward the solution of problems on the highest and low-

est levels of library activities. On the lowest level libraries have been using

automation for a number of years to help solve day by day problems of access,
control and organization in their own libraries. On the highest level there

have been few developments, some experimentation, and much talking and planning
about computer controlled state, regional and national library networks.

But in the rapidly expanding middle level of local library cooperation
relatively little planning and experimentation have taken place to determine

whether the computer can serve effectively groups of libraries which are geo-
graphically closely knit. There are hundreds of such library groupings through-

out this country - most of them situated so as to be capable of direct daily

access or easily connected by a daily delivery service.

Many of these local groups, spurred to some extent by the joint use funding
possibilities of Title IIA of the Higher Education Act of 19 :65, are currently
exploring avenues of cooperation. They are finding that meaningful cooperation is

related to a number of variable factors. Perhaps the most important of these
factors are the depth of the cooperative spirit motivating the participating
librarians, the tangible benefits which are expected and the direct economic cone
siderations involved. Cooperative ventures involving substantial financial con-
tributions by the individual libraries must be justified in terms of measurable
mutual benefits, whether in the form of expected long range savings, added services

or better exploitation of common resources and facilities.

Several years ago the Washington, D.C. Consortium librarians, in discussing
their own individual automation plans, raised the question: how could their in-

dividual efforts in automating internal procedures be planned to abet and
facilitate their cooperative efforts in sharing resources and coordinating their

collection building? From this question there followed logically another question:
could a joint computer center fill the automation needs of individual libraries

better than the general use computer centers of each institution? In exploring
these questions they found that they were unable to supply certain necessary
data about their own operations which would be required before answers could be

given to the original questions.

In agreeing to the need for a feasibility study for a joint computer centet

to facilitate and extend their joint use activities the librarians recognized
the teehnolomical feasibility of such a center. Their concern was for its economic
feasellitt. What short and long range benefits could automation offer to co-
operation and what would be the cost?

They were also interested in finding out what the potential was for such a

center in tying in with long range plans for regional and national computer net-
works. They were concerned particularly with the promise that such a center sigh
have in utilizing most effectively the output of the Library of Congress's Marc

Project.



This study has not answered all of their questions, but it has provided
some essential data on which to make basic decisions. It has also given a
sound base for further studies. It is expected this report will prove of
interest to other local library groups who might be posing the question of
how best to evaluate the promise of the computer in terms of their own co-

operative endeavors.

The Consortium Librarians are grateful to Dr. Parker for taking the time

from his heavy schedule to undertake this study. They are also deeply grateful

to the Council on Library Resources for providing the funds which made this study

possible.

Joseph E. Jeffs
Project Coordinator
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I. BASES FOR LIBRARY COOPERATION

Librarians are committed to the principle of cooperation. Among
academic libraries there were proposals for cooperative ventures long
before the other parts of their institutions expressed any interest. Even
today, whenever there are discussions of inter-institutional cooperative
agreements, the library is usually mentioned as one of the more productive
areas. Most cooperative arrangements between libraries are based upon
the sharing of resources through formal interlibrary loan, or through the
granting of borrowing privileges to the clientele of all of the institutions.

The efficacy of resource sharing agreements is based upon two
implicit assumptions: the first, that libraries are not alike; the second,
that some books are used more than other books. A corollary is that the
holdings of any one library which are distinctive are likely to be lesser
used and therefore available for use by the clientele of the other libraries.
Although the assumption of unused capability has never been conclusively
established, the pragmatic experiences of the past tend to validate it.
The success of any library operation is dependent upon the immediate
availability of a needed book in a high percentage of cases; it is logical
to assume that books at the lower end of the demand curve can serve a
wider community of users than those near the upper end.

The problems of interlibrary
culties of bibliographic access.
are usually created: a union card

cooperation relate largely to the diffi-
To solve these problems, two tools
catalog of the cooperating libraries,

and a printed union list of serials owned by them.

The National Union List of Serials, which dates back to 1927, is of
course well known, but it often does not satisfy local needs, particularly
because smaller institutions are not included but also because of the
infrequency of revisions or supplements. The numerous regional and
local union lists which have resulted have, in general, proven to be the
most fruitful interlibrary cooperative effort. The list can be reproduced
in book form and distributed widely enough to give effective bibliographic
access to a significant segment of the resources of the participating
libraries.

The union catalog of books has traditionally been a card catalog,
but because of its great volume in relation to the amount of material
controlled, duplication of it for use in many places has been a rare occur-
rence. The National Union Catalog, which has been the most useful of



all such undertakings, is only now in the process of being printed in book
form and distributed widely. Because of the size of the undertaking,
most union catalogs have been main entry lists only Therefore each
participating library has been required to maintain the bibliographic appa-
ratus necessary to identify the author and title of the work needed, before
the union catalog could be utilized.

An alternative to the union catalog which has been used recently in
a number of places, particularly under the leadership of a state library,
has been the teletype network. The efficacy of such an approach is based
upon the assumption that, given quick communication, a considerable
expense can be borne to locate each needed book not held in a library,
rather than supporting the costs of repeated recordings in the union catalog
of materials held in common by the participants in order to answer simply
the infrequent request for the unique title.

The limitations of these tools of access have resulted in the sharing
of largely fortuitous holdings without any effective planning for cooperative
acquisitions. The enforcement of a program of non-acquisition of a book
held by a participating library is difficult enough if the fact of its owner-
ship can be easily determined. To ascertain the status of each title prior
to ordering it under existing circumstances is so cumbersome that such
arrangements generally break down of their own weight.

Technologies becoming available to libraries are adding new dimen-
sions to the potential for cooperation. Computer-based bibliographic
records and the potential for telecommunication between computers offer
opportunities for more effective cooperation between libraries in the future.
The simplification of the problem of bibliographic access will occur over a
period of time in several ways. First will be the capability of reproducing
bibliographic records, both union lists of serials and union catalogs of
books, to make them more current and more readily available to the persons
who need access to the materials of the participating libraries. Later the
development of on-line bibliographic record systems with a variety of
telecommunication terminals will make the records of all libraries access-
ible to all potential users.

When it becomes possible for the staff of any one library to know
not only the books held by the other participating libraries but also those
in the process of being purchased, effective planned cooperative acqui-
sitions programs can be instituted. But computer communication will
not solve the problem of the mathematics department on campus A
insisting upon duplication of a book held on campus C, even though the
probability of use may be less than once a year.
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level. Oatho'll.c. UnIversity, which is primarily a graduate institution,

awarde:d 961 advanced degrees, including 137 doctorates of philosophy.
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Another class of problems will also need to be considered. If a
computer-based cooperative bibliographic system is established, and
after all of the design problems are resolved, it can be anticipated that
during the period of implementation unexpecl;ed and unpredictable problems
will arise. It is almost impossible to design and program a system as
complex as the on.e which would be required, without failures to anticipat?
some infrequently oc:uring situations and without errors These wi-li
caus.e de.iays and p:er1aip:s voluminous errors in records It is almost
certatn that su.c'h pobIe:ms would occur frequently during the first year of
operation, and it mt.g'ht. tWo years before the systems could be working
smoothly. Patience. a. the part o.f all library staffs concerned, on the
part of the faculty and student users of the ry, and on the part of the
t:o;p adrninistration of eah-unhersity will be required.

AREAS. OI SBILrY

:T4. :fQe@f opperative efforts is determined by the
e*en iniIlaI) 4tw e participating S If the contents
of dst4rrict from the contents of all the other

undertakings would be limited to the
Iié f qmmon interest. At the other extreme,

in ti project were identical there would be
no and the only type of joint endeavor wMch
wouFd ha4J in the snc'hronization of acquisitions and the
creattofr iJj tlog records. Obviously, ne-her of these situ-
&tirons i!s Weto dsj, so that a knowledge of the extent of commonality
and of niqtees$ i! essttia4 to plannirng effective joint undertakings.

Ana1ysiis of sniiires drawn £rom each of the participating libraries
is a( reaopabe mthod of ascetta'in4ng the relationships between them.
TWo"tpes ' sathres jmrnediMe'ly suggest themselves. In one, the
sAimpire woulrd enit' e"f bo®ks of all ages, and would seek to determine
t'i nunbep p'f ti hoW ii Vhe collections unique t' each library, nd the
nuer he1d in com'Mon wiVh one, two, or three, or four other institutions.
The ëc' pe Involves the sampling of recent publications to determine
whêher curiiit pFicies are consistent with those which led to creation
of the 1brài.es &s they exst today

ie*ø are certaifl di.ff:ic.u1ti.es ±n the use of either of these types of
O*e is e&t'abiishAng a va1d sample of workable size; a general-

!ed l'Wt of pthict4ons for use by all institutions might result in such a
lkw ILtiá the 1it woulid have to b:e inordinately long to yie:l.d
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statistically reliable results. Lists chosen from the actual holdings
or recent acquisitions of each individual library, if used alone, would
mean the inability to relate the result to a composite whole.

It is quite obvious that emphases change and that many of the
volumes in a well-established library are infrequently used and thus
have less significance for other institutions than do those volumes which
are likely to be heavily used. A sample of recently published books,
covering a period of two years or perhaps even longer periods, might not
reveal the full measure of duplication of acquisitions because of differ-
ences in the criteria used for book selection and hence the time delay
between publication and acquisition. *

To overcome as many of these problems as possible, the following
technique was used in this study. Each of the five libraries was asked
to make a random selection of 200 titles acquired during the period July 1,
1965, through June 30, 1967, without reference to date of publication of
the title. The method of selecting the sample from each library was deter-
mined by the surveyor in conference with the appropriate staff in each
library. In some cases, the file consisted of order slips in accession
number sequence; in others, the order slips were arranged by main entry.
In one library, the selection was made from new book lists which were
essentially in call number sequence.

A sample of 200 titles, excluding serials, was drawn for each library.
Publication dates varied from 1941 to 1967. If the item which would
normally have been drawn turned out to be a volume of a serial, the next
item was included in the sample. Preliminary data had been gathered to
ascertain the number of non-serial volumes added by each of the libraries
during the two years being studied. The percentage which the additions
of a library bore to the total additions of all libraries was applied to the
sample of 200. The result was the number of titles to be selected from
the sample of 200 for use in a new composite sample of 200 titles. Thus,
a library which acquired books equal to a rate of 24% of the total acqui-
sition rate of the five libraries was represented in the sample by 48 titles.

When each of these five samples was drawn, slips were assembled
in alphabetical sequence; only one duplicate was found. The second slip

*For a discussion of the sampling technique used in a similar study, see
William R. Nugent, "Statistics of Collection Overlap at the Libraries of
Six New England State Universities", Library Resources and Technical
Services, vol. 12, pp. 31-36.
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for the duplicate title was removed and replaced by another randomly-drawn
slip from the same library. The assembled list of 200 titles, which was
representative of the acquisitions of the composite group, was typed and
duplicated for checking by all five libraries. In checking, it made no
difference when the library had acquired the title concerned.

It can be assumed that an estimate of the amount of duplication
accurate to within 10% would suffice. The formula for calculation of the
size of sample which would yield these results is:

xpq
dj"

where p and q are the percentage probability of success and failure, x is
the root of the normal distribution for P = .99 (the confidence level of 99%),
and d the percentage discrepancy allowed. The result is 135; therefore
the selected sample of 200 should produce results well within the limits
required.

It was assumed that analysis of this sample would reveal the effect
of current acquisitions on the libraries as they exist today. Ha'ving

drawn the sample from all libraries, the results should be valid in ascer-
taining the effects which the acquisitions of each institution would have
on the resources of the group, with emphasis on composite resources
rather than upon the individual library.

It was essential to handle serials separately because of the fact
that some of the participating libraries do not catalog serials in the same
way that they do books. The existence of the Union List of Serials of
the Consortium made it possible to approach the problem in a different
manner. The Union List indicates whether a title is currently received,
and only those titles being currently received by one or more of the
libraries was considered for the sample. The technique was to select
from each page to be sampled the first title which was recorded as being
currently received by a library. Again, a sample of 200 titles was drawn.
The data regarding each title, including the institutions receiving it,
were recorded on slips for later analysis. Unlike the book samples,
where a recent acquisition in one library might be of material held for
many years in another, only current issues of serial publications were
considered. Casual observation indicates that holdings tend to be

rather incomplete, but since the implications of these scattered holdings
are not particularly significant to the scope of this study, no attempt
was made to study the backfile holdings of those titles currently received.

Analysis of the book sample (TABLE VIII) shows that American

- 16 -
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TABLE VIII

BOOKS REPORTED BY ONE OR MORE LIBRARIES 1965-1967

Reported y

Percent
of the Percentage also reported by:
total American Catholic G. Washington Georgetown Howard

American 57.5 MO MO 47.0 43.5 50.5 36.5
Catholic 47.0 57.5 MO 41.5 50.0 39.5
George Washington 32.5 77.0 60.0 MN OW 54.0 49.0
Georgetown
Howard

50.0
37.0

58.0
57.0

47.0
51.5

35.0
43.0

MM.

46.0
34.0

flIM MEI

Source: Sample of 200 titles selected from books received July 1, 1965
to June 30, 1967

This table is to be read as follows:

Of the books recently received by one or more of the libraries,
American University held 57.5%; of these, 47% are duplicated
in Catholic University, 43.5% in George Washington, etc.

- 17 -
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University had 57.5% of the titles, while George Washington University
owned only 32.5%. Rate of acquisition at George Washington University
being much lower would tend to cause that institution to have fewer of

the sample titles. More significant than the percentage of the total
sample reported by each institution is the percentage of items duplicated
between the various pairs of institutions. Although American University
is the smallest of the five libraries, its current acquisitions contain the
highest rate of duplication with the other four libraries, and Howard
University shows the lowest. For example, of the titles acquired by
Catholic University, American University held 57.5%, but Howard Univer-

sity only 39.5%. Of the titles reported by George Washington, American

University held 77% and Howard University held 49%.

The similarity between American University book acquisitions and
the other institutions may well reflect the present state of development
as much as any inherent difference between that library and the others.
It has probably not yet acquired the common core of materials which
had previously been acquired by the other libraries. Their common
holdings resulting from acquisitions in years past would not be reflected
in the sampling technique used. A wider dispersal of its acquisitions
can probably be expected within the next few years as its basic needs
are met.

Of the 200 titles in the sample (TABLE IX) 77 were unique to the
Consortium. This figure is quite significant in assessing the feasi-
bility of a cooperative processing center. Of the 200 titles in the
sample, duplication of acquisition between the member institutions
meant that there were actually 448 physical volumes, each of which had
to be acquired and cataloged by the owner. In other words, on the aver-
age, every title acquired by the participating libraries is cataloged 2.24
times.

While the unique titles represent 38.5% of all titles, they represent
only 17.1% of the physical volumes. On the average, only one out of

each six books on the shelves of a particular library is unique among the
Consortium members; stated in another way, five out of each six volumes
acquired merely duplicate resources already present in some other library.
Actually, the percentage will be somewhat higher because analysis of
the samples assume that there is only one copy of each book in any one
library. This, of course, is not the case.

Data relating to serials are far less dependable than those relating
to books. Definition of the term "Serial" varies from insd.tution to insti-
tution. In some, only those publications which are usually called

- 18



TABLE IX

A. DUPLICATION OF TITLES HELD IN SAMPLE OF 200 BOOK TITLES

Frequency Titles Percent
Volumes
(1 x t) Percent

Unique 77 38.5 77 17.1
2 Copies 45 22.5 90 20.1
3 Copies 40 20.0 120 26.8
4 Copies 29 14.5 116 26.0
5 Copies 9 4.5 45 10.0

Total 200 100.0 448 100.0

Ratio: Volumes/Titles = 448/200 = 2.24

B. DISTRIBUTION OF 77 BOOKS RECEIVED BY ONLY ONE LIBRARY

Library Number
Percent of
Unique Titles

Percent of
Titles Received
by Library

American 23 30.0 20
Catholic 17 22.0 18
George Washington 3 4.0 14

Georgetown 22 28.5 22,
Howard 12 15.5 16

Total 77 100.0

This table is to be read as follows:

American University held 23 (30%) of the sample book titles
received by only one library; these represent 20% of the
sample book titles reported by American University.

- 19 -



periodicals are included in the figures in TABLE X, in others the more
inclusive meaning of serials, which includes any publication which is
issued in parts and planned for continuation indefinitely, is used. Thus,
both the information on the number of serials received and the contents
of the Union List of Serials in the Libraries of the Consortium are of
limited usefulness for inter-institutional comparisons. The cooperative
efforts of the five libraries are resulting in improvement of the data.

Despite these limitation, analysis of the serial sample taken
appears to be worthwhile. There is apparently less duplication of
serials than there is of books. Of the 200 titles in the sample (TABLE MI),
119 or 59.5% are unique, and the unique sets represent almost one-third
(32.6%) of all serial volumes held by the member institutions. The
average amount of duplication is 1.87 copies per title, as compared to
2.24 for books. There is a much larger proportion of unique serial titles,
but at the other extreme there are relatively more serial titles held by
four or five institutions than in the case of books.

Although the samples of both book and serial acquisitions indicate
distinguishing differences between the five libraries and that each makes
a contribution to the total resources available through unique purchases,
most significant is revelation of the high degree of identity between the
libraries. Member libraries reported that 55,801 aggregate titles were
cataloged by the five libraries in 1966-67. Since the average amount of
duplication is 2.24 copies per title, the number of titles acquired and
cataloged which had not previously been cataloged by some other member
was only 24,910. The remaining 30,891 titles had already been cataloged,
and any effort expended by member libraries in creating the necessary
catalog records was largely wasted. With new techniques at hand, most
of the duplicated cataloging work can be eliminated or at least completed
as an automatic by-product of the purchasing procedure.

Maximum benefits :n a cooperative acquisition and processing
system would result from simultaneous ordering of all copies of a book
or periodical which is to be duplicated. A single purchase order, one
payment, and one handling would suffice whether two or five copies were
acquired. Unfortunately this situation cannot be anticipated in most
cases. But study should be given to use of selection criteria and
methods which would lead to as much simultaneous selection as possible.



TABLE X

SERIAL TITLES CURRENTLY RECEIVED, 1967

Central
Administration Total

American 4,400 7,800
Catholic 4,660 *

George Washington 2,265 4,465
Georgetown 4,307 6,010
Howard 5i733 8,106

Total 21,365

- 21 -
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TABLE XI

DUPLICATION AMONG LIBRARIES
OF SERIALS CURRENTLY RECEIVED, 1967

Received by

Percent
of the
total

Percentage duplicated in:
American Catholic G. Washington Georgetown Howard

American
Catholic
George Washington
Georgetown
Howard

34
44
30
45.5
29.5

MD .111P

36.5
46.5
42.0
52.5

47.0
.111P MOD

45.0
40.5
51.0

41.0
30.5

MD NNW

33.0
42.5

56.0
42.0
50.0

47.5

44.0
34.0
40.0
29.5

4WD MN

Source: Sample of 200 titles selected from Union List of Serials

This table is to be read as follows:

Of the serial titles currently received by one or more of the
libraries, American University receives 34%; of these,
47% are duplicated in Catholic University, 41% are in George
Washington University, etc.



TABLE XII

A. DUPLICATION OF TITLES AND AGGREGATE SETS
IN SAMPLE OF 200 SERIALS

Sets
Frequency Titles Percent (f x t) Percent

Unique 119 59.5 119 32.6
2 Copies 38 19.0 76 20.9
3 Copies 15 7.5 45 12.4
4 Copies 15 7.5 60 16.2
5 Copies 13 6.5 65 17.9

Total 200 100.0 365 100.0

Ratio: Sets/Titles = 365/200 = 1.87

B. DISTRIBUTION OF 119 SAMPLE SERIALS
RECEIVED BY ONLY ONE LIBRARY

Percent of
Percent of Titles Received

Library Number Unigue ZIfies by Library

American 14 12 21

Catholic 36 30 41

George Washington 17 14 28

Georgetown 33 28 36.5
Howard 19 16 32

Total 119 100 59.5

This table is to be read as follows:

American University receives 14 (12%) of the 119 serial titles
received by only one library; these represent 21% of the titles
received by American University.
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V. POTENTIAL PATTERNS OF COOPERATION

A broad spectrum of possibilities of cooperation is available,
ranging from the most ambitious undertaking to little more than is being
done at the present. In this study, four different possibilities, all
based upon some extension in the use of computer facilities for library
management, will be outlined.

In arriving at a decision as to the type of cooperative effort which
should be undertaken, the factors of cost in relation to the ends to be
achieved should have considerable weight. Insofar as there is dupli-
cation of ownership between the participating libraries there should be
the potential of reducing cataloging costs. At the present rate of dupli-
cation it is probable that the number of titles to be cataloged could be
reduced by more than 50%. The saving in operating cost from this
reduction should therefore be applied to the creating of a new common
tool which would make the unique holdings of any institution biblio-
graphically accessible to other institutions. It is doubtful that the
new system to be devised could be financed entirely from the increased
efficiency in the use of personnel in technical services. The present
staff now has an average output of 1,000 volumes per man; even if this
output could be increased to 1,400 volumes per man, the personnel
savings would be no more than $200,000. It is hardly conceivable that
any cooperative system could create and maintain a union catalog avail-
able to all of the libraries for this cost.

Without computer operation or other radical departure in processing
methods, a single processing facility for the five institutions should be
able to reduce the cataloging work load by about 25%. This is based on
the assumption that preparing a set of catalog cards for a title in one
library, where it had already been cataloged for another, would require
approximately half the time of the first cataloging operation of the title.
With the potentialities from data processing techniques, the staff effort
in providing cataloging records for second and subsequent locations
would be significantly reduced, but would be offset in part economically
by the increased equipment cost.

First Alternative

A minimal program might consist essentially of continuation and
intensification of current activities in each institution, with each providing
its own equipment and creating its own records. An attempt to gain
compatibility between the five operations to facilitate exchange of magnetic
tapes or other machine readable records would be mandatory. With uniform
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cataloging policy and with the same format of a bibliographic record, it
would be possible to create a union card catalog.

In fact, two alternatives would be available: (1) by generating an
extra set of cards, the joint catalog could be located at some convenient
place available to all potential users; (2) by creating four extra sets of
cards, the catalogs of all institutions could be available on each campus.
As attractive as the second may sound, the costs in space and card filing
might well prove prohibitive. Even though the first alternative would
probably require a staff to maintain the catalog and to answer telephone
inquiries, it would probably be more economical than the second.

To maintain the single catalog, with all added entries, would
probably require a staff of three filers and a supervisor. In the beginning,
this staff could probably handle telephone inquiries. At least five sixty-
drawer catalog cases would be needed each year, so that labor and
equipment costs might well run to more than $25, 000 annually. The cost
of producing the extra set of cards would be in addition.

A somewhat more modest beginning might be the creation of the
catalog only for future acquisitions. An even more modest program might
include only the reference books; but if adopted, the project should include
the present collections as well as future additions.

Another project in the limited approach would most certainly be the
creation and maintenance of a supplement to the Union List of Serials.
The automated techniques available should be utilized to make card records
for all additions to the serial record, which would be promptly distributed
to each library. This supplement in card form would be discarded each
time a new edition of the Union List appears.

It can be anticipated that catalog records of new books will become
available on a fee basis from the Library of Congress. The MARC project
will probably be operational some time in 1968, and according to current
plans will be made available on magnetic tape. Although inconvenient,
it should be possible for each of the participating libraries to share a
single tape; if not, the cost might well negate the advantages which
would otherwise accrue to this source for automated creation of catalog
cards.

Each library would also plan its own circulation system. Rules,
regulations, even layout of book cards could vary from school to school.
If the systems are to be based on data collection devices, identification
cards should be compatible between universities to avoid the difficulties
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UNIVERSITY

TABLE XIII

CIRCULATION, 1966-1967

CENTRAL DEPARTMENT
LIBRARIES LIBRARIES

American
Catholic
George Washington
Georgetown
Howard

Regular Reserve Regular Reserve

65,232
87,945

145,379
119,386
137, 518

40,025
18,106
66,026
27,241
16, 975

37,428 5,714
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of issuance of special cards for each library to those users entitled to
direct access.

Because of the nature of circulation records, and on the basis of
current circulation statistics, it appears that no advantages would accrue
from development of joint circulation records or from use of the proposed
joint computer processing center for control of circulation records.

Second Alternative

The second alternative program is more ambitious; it would provide
for a joint computer facility, which would perform complete central pro-
cessing including ordering and cataloging. Because of legal restrictions
on the Consortium, it would be necessary for the joint facility to be inde-
pendent of any one of the institutions, and located off any campus.

An IBM System 360 Model 25 or a Model 30, with a central processing
unit of some 24,000-48,000 characters, or another make of similar capacity,
would suffice. TABLE XIV is a suggested configuration and estimated
machine costs. Personnel costs would depend in large degree on whether
the input would all occur in the member libraries or at the center. On the
assumption that the bibliographic records input to the system, except that
available on tape, would be handled at each library, the central personnel
would be something as follows:

Rate Total

1 Director $20,000 $20,000
1 Systems Analyst 17,500 17,500
1 Librarian (Information Specialist) 15,000 15,000
4 Programmers 7,000 to 11,000 36,000
1 Secretary 6,000 6,000
2 Keypunch Operators 5,000 10,000
2 Unit Records Machine Operators 6,000 12,000
3 Computer Operators 7,000 21,000

If machines are to be purchased the cost would be approximately
$600,000, with maintenance service costing about $40000 per year. On
the basis of computer rental, the annual cost for machines, space, supplies,
personnel, and fringe benefits would be in the neighborhood of $325,000.

Under this option, it would not be necessary to convert all old
records immediately, but conversion could be scheduled as experience
proved it desirable. Catalogs in each library would continue to be on
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TABLE XIV

COMPUTER CONFIGURATION FOR INITIAL OFF-LINE SYSTEM

UNIT DESCRIPTION ANNUAL RENTAL

2025 E Processing Unit (32K) $ 30,720
6960 Selector Channel 1,800
4598 Integrated 2311 Attachment 4,440
2311 Disk Drives (4) 28,320
2415 M3 Magnetic Tape (6) 20,460
1403 M2 Printer, with controls 15,000*
2540 Card Read Punch 11,460
1052 Console Typewriter 780

Unit Record Equipment: Card Punches,
Verifiers, Sorter, Collator 24,000

Total $ 136,980

* Does not include cost of chain cartridge with expanded
character set.
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cards, with new cards created via the computer, but the data would be
cumulated on magnetic tape for creation of book-form supplements
including additions to all libraries. These supplements would become
the vehicle for making the combined resources available to all users.

The system proposed would be capable of handling the anticipated
increase in acquisition rate over the present level of activity for a
number of years, without significant increase in operating costs. The
facility would make it possible for a coordinated acquisition and cata-
loging operation to be established for each institution, taking full
advantage of the proposed availability of MARC II tapes from the Library
of Congress.

Operation would be somewhat as follows: Each individual library
would probably submit to the central agency finder cards giving the
Library of Congress card number, the account to which an item should
be charged, the estimated cost, the dealer from which it should be
ordered, the branch library or unit for which it should be cataloged.
From these data purchase orders would be created in the form required
by the originating library. Each library would be provided with an
in-process file in the form of a computer print-out, which would show
the materials on order and those received but not yet cataloged. The
system would also provide all accounting records which might be
required.

The books would be delivered by the supplier directly to the library
which ordered them; upon arrival, a card identifying the item would be
sent to the processing center to trigger the creation of the necessary
catalog records. Cards and other records needed by the individual
library would be created, and the holdings of the member library would
be updated in the union catalog on magnetic tape.

Full implementation of the system would requAre at least two years.
For the first year the budget would be not more than $75,000 or $80,000,
most of which would be spent for planning personnel. The director and
a secretary should be followed by the systems analyst and the information
specialist. Gradually the programmers would be added; the equipment
operators would not be added until arrival of the equipment near the end
of the second year. The second year costs might be expected, if imple-
mentation occurred on schedule, to reach $125,000 or $150,000.

The annual cost of this program ($325,000) would be approximately
10% of the present cost of library operations ($3,164,000). Except that
the volume of library activity is increasing, some reduction in costs at
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each library might be expected. But it should be assumed that the cost,.
of the center operation is an advance payment on more and better service.

T_ hird Alternative

The third alternative available to the Consortium is the creation of
a massive computer facility which would provide a complete processing
service for all additions to the member libraries, with on-line catalogs,
remote terminals, and multiprogramming capabilities. The concept of
this facility is compatible with the emerging outlines of national or even
international bibliographic networks connecting libraries with each other,
with the book trade, and with other related groups. At this point of
time, the functions of these networks will be essentially administrative
rather than devoted to mechanized information retrieval. Until much
more basic research is done and development effort has been made, tradi-
tional methods of retrieval are both more effective and more economical.

In this conception of the bibliographic system, the bibliographic
center serving a number of libraries would utilize large-scale computers
with massive random access storage and with necessary peripheral equip-
ment and communication linkages. In turn, each institution would be
connected to the computer facility by a number of terminals with the
number and type of each determined by the peculiar needs and wishes of
the institution. Through these terminals, individuals at the member
library could inquire as to the location of any book, either by author or
by title, or could ask for a search of the file for all books on any subject,
defined as narrowly as the subject indexing system provides.

The joint facility could either provide for centralized cataloging, or
for decentralized cataloging but centralized recording. A staff member in
the institution could, under proper circumstances, enter new information
into the mass storage device or alter details in reccirds already stored.
Thus, under proper control, it would be possible for paterial received in
any one of the participating libraries to be cataloged 'there and for the
cataloging to be recorded in the joint catalog of the center. In either
case, uniformity of practice among the participants is essential to effi-
cient operation unless elaborate provisions are made for individual
institutional variation.

Such a central computer facility would probably provide printed
indexes of portions of the collections of each institution which would be

needed for the high-frequency-use materials. Reliance on terminal
inquiry for all consultation of the catalog would probably be more expen-
sive than could be justified. It would be possible, of course, for the
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computer center to prepare catalog cards for each of the member libraries,
but it is quite probable that if such a system were instituted the card
catalog would be replaced by bookform catalogs and indexes of selected
materials in each of the libraries, with reliance on the electronic mass-
stored catalog for less frequently needed consultation.

TABLE XV lists the equipment which would probably be required for
an installation to handle the present and immediate future needs of the
Consortium libraries. This IBM System 360 Model 50 is only one of a
number of makes of computers which could be utilized for this purpose.
It was selected because all of the institutions utilize IBM equipment and
it is probably more generally known than any of the other makes. The

costs are, for planning purposes, representative of what any system
would cost. It is possible that some educational discount might be
obtained if the organization is set up to take advantage of manufacturing
discount policies, but any discounts might well be offset by additional
features and peripheral equipment which are not provided in the list.

The equipment as detailed is capable of real-time operation and of
time-shared batch operations via terminals. Neither the terminals them-
selves nor the control units necessary for linking them with the computer
are included in the cost. Control units would probably be about $2 , 000

per month; the terminals themselves might cost as little as $50 per month
up to more than $200 each.

The purchase price of equipment detailed in TABLE XV would probably
exceed $2,000,000. Unless massive outside support could be obtained,
purchase appears to be out of the question.

Although the hardware exists for implementation of this truly auto-
mated library records system, there is little experience to assist in the
development of operating systems. The systems design and programming
would be a mammoth undertaking and would probably require the invest-
ment of several hundred man-years, costing at least $2,000,000. In

consideration of the investment in systems, it would be foolish not to
convert the records of present library holdings to the new system. A

moderate estimate of this cost would be an additional $2,000,000.

The annual salary cost would be approximately $155,000; fringe
benefits would add another $20,000. Computer rental would be $400,000.
Only poor estimates can be made as to costs for overhead, including
space rental, electricity, and the like, but it would be at least $25,000.
Neither can adequate estimates be made of supplies without detailed
knowledge of what records would be prepared centrally and what records
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TABLE MV

COMPUTER CONFIGURATION FOR ON-LINE SYSTEM

UNIT DESCRIPTION ANNUAL RENTAL

2050 H Processing Unit (262 K) $ 169,980
6980-1 Selector Channels (2) 17,280
1052 Console Keyboard and Adapter 3,564
2501 Card Reader (1000 cpm) 3,960
1442 Card Punch 4,500
2821 Control Unit 7,440
1403 Printer, with adapters 13,224*
2841 Storage Control (2) 12,960
2311 Disk Drives (5) 35,400
2321 Data Cells (2) 69,240
2401 Tape Units, with control (4) 35,520
2671 Paper Tape Reader, with control 4,320

Unit Record Equipment: Card Punches,
Verifiers, Sorter, Collator 24,000

Total 401,388

* Does not include cost of chain cartridge with expanded
character set.
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would be prepared by each institution on its own terminals. A conser-
vative estimated cost of the terminals and their operating personnel in
the member libraries is $150,000 per year. These figures would include
individuals to input data at each library, but not operators inquiring for
data from the catalog. Thus the total annual cost would be at least
$750,000 for an adequate on-line system. The annual operating cost
of $750,000 represents approximately 25% of the present annual invest-
ment in libraries of the member institutions. Reductions in cost of
current operations through the automation of procedures of the new
system probably would not offset this cost more than $100,000 and
certainly by not more than $200,000, It would be difficult at this time
to justify this increase in expenditures in terms of improvement of
services to be expected. When the time comes that the larger system
can be economically justified, either through increases in activities,
changes in machine costs, or expansion to include other libraries,
conversion from the former off-line system could be made with little loss
of prior programming and planning.

Fourth Alternative

The fourth possibility combines the powerful computer based system
described as the third alternative with the creation of a central facility to
serve all institutions in the Consortium. Since it can be assumed that
the percentage of unique titles in the combined holdings of the member
libraries will increase as the adequacy of their existing collections is
improved, it might appear logical to house these unique lesser-used
materials in a central facility located on the basis of transportation and
favorable land cost. Interest in such a facility, particularly if it could
be associated with an effective facsimile transmission system for high
priority items, was expressed by a number of individuals in interviews
during the study. The rationale of this concept is the same as that
which led to the creation of the Center for Research Libraries in Chicago.
It assumes that each institution will develop a library complex which
will meet, let us say, 95% of the institutional needs.

Bibliographic accessibility of its contents as well as physical
accessibility must be provided to all five institutioas. The problems of
bibliographic accessibility would be identical with those discussed in
the third alternative. Provision of physical accessibility for the next
few years would have to rely almost entirely on a system of deliveries
of either the original material or of photo-facsimiles of it. Tele-facsimile
transmissions are still in their infancy and, if any meaningful volume of
transmission is to take place, are both slower and more expensive than
physical deliveries. The experimental installation at the New York State
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Library, for example, has a transmission rate of approximately one page
each three minutes from a single transmitter; but the image to be trans-
mitted must have been copied in advance from the bound volume to a
single sheet. Thus, in a 24-hour period, fewer than 500 pages could
be transmitted over a single line. Truck delivery of the intermediate
image which must be used to generate the tele-facsimile could be made
more expeditiously, bypassing the tele-facsimile system completely.

A central storage facility, with catalog records of the traditional
type, might become advantageous without consideration of a computer
information system. But such a project is not within the purview of
this study.



VI. SUMMARY

1. The bases for fruitful inter-library cooperation within the
Consortium already exist.

2. The library needs of the five universities are similar enough,
and the collections are different enough, for fruitful sharing
of library resources.

3. To make the resources readily accessible for sharing, it is
necessary to create tools for learning the location of materials.

4. The library operation is of sufficient size to justify utilization
of computers in such record keeping functions as circulation,
ordering, and cataloging.

5. New techniques and new data sources in machine readable
form are increasing the potentialities of computers in libraries.

6. There is sufficient duplication of materials among the libraries
to produce savings in record making and maintenance with a
jointly operated computer system.

7. Four alternatives are proposed:

(1) The first involves more or less independent action on the
part of each library. Except in the area of circulation
records, this approach is not recommended.

(2) The second involves a jointly operated small to medium
sized computer, to be operated in batch mode with basic
records maintained on tapes. This approach is recommended
for implementation at this time; at least two years would be
required to make the system operational.

(3) The third is a much more sophisticated and powerful system
than the second. There would be massive on-line storage,
use of remote terminals for input to records, and for consul-
tation of files such as catalogs. The cost, both in planning
and of operation, is too great to be recommended at this
time, but could follow natural growth from (2).

(4) The fourth would involve also creation of a central facility
for storage of little used material, and capability of facsimile
transmission to each member institution. It is neither techno-
logically nor economically feasible at this time, but in
another decade it should be restudied.
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APPENDIX

THE CONSORTIUM UNIVERSITIES

American University

Founded in 1893 by Methodist Bishop John Hurst, American University today

retains its close relationship to the Methodist Church. It serves some 13,900

students in seven schools. This includes 4,989 full time, 2,862 part time,
5,454 non-degree students, 496 law students and 99 special students. In these totals

are included 775 full time and 1,942 part time graduate students. It has a

faculty of 330 full time and 307 part time members. In June, 1967 65 doctoral
degrees, 484 master degrees, 1,016 bachelor degrees, 9 two year degrees and
169 law school degrees were awarded.

Catholic Univers/1y of America

Catholic University was founded in 1889 by the Bishops of the U.S. and today
is governed by a Board of Trustees made up of 15 lay and 15 clerical members,
including all the Cardinals of the U.S. and other selected representatives of

the American Bishops. It is primarily a graduate school with graduate degrees

usually comprising about 70% of those awarded each year. Its present faculty
totals 446 full time and 240 part time members. Student enrollment totals
6,591, of which 4,022 are graduate students. In June, 1967 137 doctoral, 824
master, and 702 bachelor degrees were awarded from 13 schools and institutes.

George Washington University

The George Washington University is a private non-sectarian institution
chartered by Congress in 1821. Organized under 9 schools and colleges it has an

enrollment of 6,694 full time and 6,468 part time students of which 2,206 are
full time and 3,582 are part time graduate students. These are served by 667

full time and 981 part time faculty members. In June, 1967 the University awarded

68 doctoral, 2179 master and 1100 bachelor degrees.

Georgetown University

Founded in 1789 by the members of the Society of Jesus, Georgetown University
today remains under the auspices of the Jesuit fathers, although it has recently

added a number of laymen to its Board of Directors. In its 10 schools and colleges

it enrolls 6,505 full time and 976 part time students. This includes 1001 full

time and 460 part time graduate students. Its faculty consists of 672 full time

and 861 part time members. About one of 17 faculty members is a Jesuit. In June,

1967 it awarded 48 doctoral, 275 master, 474 professional and 1,622 bachelor degrees.

Howard University

Howard University, although a privately controlled institution, is supported

to a very large extent by the Federal Government of the United States. Founded in 1867

it now enrolls 7,376 full time and 1437 part time students. This student body is

served by 10 schools staffed by 593 full time and 422 part time faculty members.

In June, 1967 the University awarded 11 doctoral, 127 master, 301 professional and

622 bachelor degrees.
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